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About the company
15 years of successful experience in heating energy
200 specialists
650 MW- total power of equipments which in service
Our constant clients are: regional, federal and
transnational companies
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15 years
in heating energy

Geography

Central office
Service of boilers
(24 hours)

+7 (861) 279 00 95
www.kes-group.ru
info@kes-group.ru
+7 (861) 27 99 500
www.kes-service.ru
servis@kes-group.com

178-180/1, Stasova/Sormovskaya st.,
Krasnodar, Russia

Complex decisions
in heating energy

We are working out project decisions
of heat supply of objects:

engineering systems of buildings
Projecting, assembling, usage:

Industrial objects

Dwelling houses

Administrative objects

Dwellings of cottage type

We are being trusted:

- systems of electro supply
- systems of ventilation and conditioning
- systems of cold supply
- systems of heat supply
- systems of water supply and sewerage
- systems of automatic control and dispatcher
- low-current systems of information
- low- current systems of data processing and transmission
- special systems

industrial chemistry
Cleaning service

- water-chemical cleaning of boilers
- water-chemical cleaning of pipe lines and flood gates
- washing of heat exchanger
- washing systems of warm, cold and heat systems of water supply

boiler-houses
from 200
to 30 000 kW

from 100
to 100 000 kW

mini heat power
plant

Stationary
Separately stand
Roofed

Separately stand
Roofed
Build in
and joined up with building

Modular

We do all type of works:
- projecting,
- delivery of equipment,
- building assembly works,
- starting up and regulation,
- bringing in work,
- service,
- technical exploitation.

Chemical products
- reagents for cleaning heating surfaces from scum scale
- cleaning remedy for removal oil stains, soot and tars
- special additions for systems of water preparation
- coolants and antifreeze for heating systems
- means to removal sediments in the evaporator stations of sugar plants

generator installation

diesel generator installation
power from 5 to 3 000 kW

Sound-absorbing enclosure
Not sound-absorbing enclosure
Special container

gas-piston generator installation
power from 10 to 10 000 kW

